Dr. Gaber Eid Gamaan Al-Wanda
Legal researcher and activist in humanitarian and volunteering activities
-

Ph.D. In Islamic science and master in jurisprudence and it’s origins.
Member of board management and founder in many charity committees and
foundations.
Worked at many leading positions in many volunteering foundations.
Participated in many scientific conferences, training courses and workshops.
Have many published scientific writings and researches.
Own insignia of honor from president of Albania for his effort in charity activities.
Have been honored by the chief of the British lords’ board.
Own many honoring degrees and certificates for his social and developing efforts.

E-mail: alwandah@alnajat.com.kw
Mobile: +96566197333

Ambitions and aspirations
Hope and aspire to achieve the highest standards of efficiency, success and uniqueness for
the humanitarian and charity work according to the ultimate Islamic and humanitarian
values, and to ease the suffering of the needy and afflicted at all places and to contribute in
realizing the sustainable development for poor individuals and people.

Fields of interests:
-

Study laws, doctrines and legalizations that are related to charity and humanitarian
work.
Studies that are concerned with regulatory models for the management of the
humanitarian and charity work.
Studies and theories around civilization communication and humane relations among
people.
Strategies of disasters management for quick and effective responds to help the
afflicted and face the results of the disasters.
Developing the typical projects to achieve the goals of the sustainable development.

Scientific qualifications;
-

Ph.D. in Islamic science, Islamic doctrine department (degree of honored excellency)
faculty of house of Science-Egypt.

-

-

Master degree in jurisprudence and it’s origins (degree of very good) faculty of high
studies Jordan university.
BA. in doctrine and Islamic studies, degree of very good, doctrine faculty, Kuwait
university.
Certified International counselor in sustainability applications.
Have international license in managing computers ICDL.
Have international license in society responsibility.
Practical and professional experiences
Scientific and search field;
Scientific research rules and methodologies.
Comparative studies and searches.
Fundamental studies and researches.
Study contemporary updates and their provisions.

Management and leading field;
-

Forming the visions, messages, strategic plans and goals for the humane work
foundations.
Formulation of the suitable standards and goals and evaluating them, put the right plans
to execute those goals.
Supervising various team work to realize cohesive goals.
Formulation of solutions, alternatives and choose the best.
Evaluation and development of charity institutions.
Combining and cooperating among international and humanitarian foundations.
Communication skills, building trust and encouraging citizens.

Field of volunteering and humanitarian activities;
-

Experience in supervising feasibility studies of humane projects.
Experience in field studies and execution of relief projects.
Experience in putting marketing plans for humane projects.
Putting rules and procedures required by the humanitarian foundations.
Putting policies and procedures to execute the humane projects.
Putting and supervising marketing and developing plans.

Dialogue and communication;
-

Negotiation and communication skills and solving disputes.
Highlighting the role of humanitarian work in solving problems and finding solutions for
them.

-

Experience in activating partnerships and showing their role in developing the humane
cooperation.

Job experiences;
-

Manager of Kuwait association for civilization communication.(2015-2018)
Manager of Kuwait association of relief.(2014-2016)
Vice president of charity survival association.(-2011)
Chief of outer work committee in the charity survival association.(-2011)
Manager of research and study department in introducing Islam committee.(20072010)
Founder and manager of Zakhraf foundation for advertising and publishing.(2009-2012)
Bursar of Salwa alms committee. (2007-2011)
Law specialist in Kuwait- the national board.

Experiences, contributions and memberships;
-

Founder member of Kuwait charity meeting association.(-2012)
Member in Kuwait municipal guild.(-2005)
Member in the charity survival association.(-2004)
Member in management board of Salwa alms committee.(-1998)
Member of the Arabic association for arts and Islamic civilization in Egypt.(-2016)
Judging member in the Arabic association for arts and Islamic civilization’s magazine in
Egypt.(-2016)
Member in the management board of Cams institution.(-2013)
Member in the executive committee in the higher Kuwait committee for relief.(-2013)
Member in the management board of Kuwait charity meeting association(2013-2015)
Member in the Kuwait association for orphans under founding.(-2018)
Founder member of ( dad I learn ) association.(-2017)
Founder member of Kuwait committee for civilization communication.(-2015)
Founder board member in ( dad I learn ) association.(-2017)
Member in the regional net for social responsibilities, member in the united nation
program for international agreement.(-2018)
Member in the academic council around the UN. Systems in Canada (ACUNS)(-2018)
Sector chief of banking and projects in the charity survival association.(2016-2018)
Sector chief of supportive services in the charity survival association.(-2018)
Manager of law department in the charity survival association.(-2018)
Member and councilor in the legal judgment staff in the Islamic legislation board in
London.(-2017)

-

Board chief of Kuwait association for relief in Bangladesh republic.(-2018)
Councilor of Kuwait association for relief.(-2018)
Member in management board of peace ambassadors institution in USA.(-2018)

Scientific contributions;
Printed books;” the provisions of the doctrine updates in fasting “printed in 3 languages Arabic,
Persian and Urdu.
Unprinted books; “the doctrine choices of the judge Abd Al-Wahab Al-Boghdady in the personal
conditions”. Comparative study to what was used by the Kuwait law of personal conditions.
Researches;
-

“the doctrine updates related to women fasting”.
“the judge Abd Al-Wahab Al-Boghdady and his methodology in the legislation
intentions”.
“the role of Islamic building in the mosques architecture and it’s effect on Islamic
civilization”.
“The issues of pleas in personal conditions.”
“civilization and founding human rights, his freedom and dignity”.
Arguments in Islam.
The meaning of the rule, it’s importance and the wisdom behind it’s legislation that is
necessary to add it.
The concept of abdomen and eating in the Islamic doctrine and it’s modern application
in the issues related to women fasting.
The factors of stability and nourishing of the Islamic civilization, the system of family in
Islam as an example.
The effect of intellect on civilization rising of Muslims.
The humanitarian work Albania republic.

Conferences and seminars;
-

Paper at Muslims conference in Balkan-Albania.
Paper in the Gulf charity work in Kuwait.
The third Gulf conference for charity work in Emirates.
The banks union conference in Kuwait.
Supervising the third conference of givers about the Syrian crises in Kuwait.
Paper in the conference of Muslims reality in Europe held in Holland.
Preparing and participating in the European Kuwait meeting for the new converts.

-

-

Paper in the Turkish Arabic relations conference entitled the role of the civil community
in building the Arabic Turkish relations.
Paper in the third conference of the Arabic association of Islamic arts and civilization
entitled civilization and building creative human.
Paper in the fourth international gathering of people entitled enhancing partnership
among humanitarian organizations to support the immigrant student inside his country
after graduation.
Discussion and paper in Louis university in Rome -Italy about the survival association
and applying the sustainable development goals of the UN. In the conference.

